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PROJECT SUMMARY
This practice led research inquires
into the everyday life through a series
of experiments that highlight our
immediate environments through what
is unseen, unheard and ignored.
Through soundscapes, installations
and video presentations, I explore
both the cognitive and physical space
we tend to take for granted.
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Flux, video screenshot, 2015
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This project performs a reflective encounter between our everyday
rituals and the noisiness of the world, a noisiness which forces us to
mute the environment by overlooking things that are deemed
unimportant. Adapting a more conscious approach to hearing and
seeing, I am interested in the constant chaos within our structured
lives. My current focus is that of technological obsession which
ultimately creates a distracted society that functions on a superficial
basis. Inspired by Dr Larry Rosen’s book iDisorder: Understanding
Our Obsession with Technology and Overcoming Its Hold on Us, he
speaks about how the “overreliance on gadgets and websites has
created an enmeshed relationship with technology and that this
relationship can cause significant problems in our psyche…”.
(Rosen 2012, p. 4) I go through this same struggle of being a part
of society that is constantly evolving technologically yet most of the
time nonchalant toward a personal, more fruitful change. The
struggle to always be in focus, but the question remains, focused
on what? My works are
targeted toward the subconscious,
focusing on the fundamental function of daily life.
My research started with tests to see if movement and change
exists in opposing contexts before focusing on time as an aspect of
movement which led to nostalgia, decay, distraction, obsession,
attention span and growth.
These concepts were then translated into soundscapes and
audiovisual experiments that questioned our unfamiliarity toward
our immediate environment, drawing references from both past and
present contexts. The audiovisual installations focused on using
collage, noise and duration to further explore distraction, obsession
and attention. These works present uncomfortable, sensitized
imagery and sound that propose a more upfront connection to a
distracted life. I aim to create a context that questions space,
attention, duration and relationship between our physical and
cognitive senses.

My sound work is led primarily by textural based sound, informed
by vibrational and unique timbral qualities brought about by spatial
manipulation. I use various field recordings and sampled sounds,
organic and manipulated, to generate a new way of listening and
perceiving everyday sounds by exploring movement through the
framework of linear time. These sound works respond directly to a
specific space, creating an immersive and meditative environment
for listeners to be engaged.
Another methodology aimed toward movement and stasis in both
physical and cognitive aspects, highlights change as well as
stagnation in today's society. My main objective is to highlight rapid
industrialisation which goes through daily change and upgrade,
defamiliarizing us to our immediate environment. As Cage puts it,
“…art becomes important as a means to make one aware of one's
actual environment.” (Getsy 2011, p.123) I explored this through a
performed dance work, and explored time in composition by
juxtaposing varying sounds cumulating to seven individual music
pieces combined into one. Through improvised dance, the physical
movement is translated into the idea of chance being present in a
contained and structured space.
By deceiving viewers into thinking and associating their own lives
with the work, naturally creates the awareness toward the subject
matter which ultimately is the intent of my work. I will attempt to blur
the line between chaos and structure, time and object as a means
of manipulating what is real and what is not, allowing viewers to
decide for themselves based on their own individual experiences.
This reaction is vital in my work as there are no formulated answers.
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

1) To question our awareness to our everyday surroundings by
using recorded and manipulated binaural field recordings, shot and
found footage juxtaposed against each other, and specific
placement of the installation within a space.
2) To reflect the constant movement in our lives by manipulating
viewers perception through multi-sensory aleatoric processes by
allowing them to “feel” and participate, creating their own unique
experience.
3) To highlight the importance of chaos within structure by using
short jarring imagery, fast cuts, noise and aberrant sound, infinitely
looped and void of a linear narrative.
4) To highlight the constantly changing environment by filming
familiar yet overlooked landscapes and recording sounds of the
city, fusing them together through multi-channel directional sound
and spatialized installation.
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RATIONALE
My project is influenced by ‘Systems Music’1, 21st century
experimental composers, Dadaists and Fluxus artists who pushed
boundaries through ordinary means highlighting the way we hear,
see and feel within our daily context. I am drawn toward the
philosophical belief and practice of current and past individuals in
the fields of chaos theory, indeterminate art, psychology and
cinema. They have paved a way for new freedom, thought and
insight which has led this project to forming awareness toward our
everyday habits, rituals and environment.
This project focuses on the chaos and randomness we ignore daily
as we become more obsessed over connectivity via technology,
rather than utilizing its vast capabilities to enhance the senses. It is
therefore vital to firstly understand that chaos theory and chance
encounters govern our everyday lives.
“Life itself is an expression of self-organizing systems:
profound considering the unconsciousness of the processes that
led up to the formation of life in the first place. But for human
beings, the improbable profoundness of chaos theory goes even
deeper.” (Andrews 2013)
Chaos theory 2 governs the way we live as we naturally seek to find
a pattern, unknowingly cutting out chaos altogether as the
“unwanted” thing. Pollock states that “[t]he source of [his] painting
is the unconscious” (Leja 1993, p.185), focusing on aspects of
chance and his inner guidance to create his work. This is a natural
way of creating, personally, as it brings about a quality of
uniqueness that is unreplicable, thoughtful and presents sincerity.
This attitude is brought forward to my research of time and
movement, which currently in this day and age is rushed and
forgotten. I am particularly drawn toward the paradox brought
about by industrialization and technological growth as I seek to
question if we are genuinely more advanced or actually living in
reverse and becoming more primitive. “Felt or thought about, time
is real only insofar as it goes unperceived… In doing so, we

continually lose time and, yet, give it meaning exclusively for what it
is with respect to its measurability.” (Scaligero 2013, p.45)
Sound, installation and video artists have already had an extensive
history in delving into similar concepts of everyday life. In the
aspect of cinematic language, philosopher Gilles Deleuze talks
about cinematographic consciousness as a new form of viewing,
drawing on the process of duration, the modulation of temporal
forms and so on (Coleman 2011, p.4). This brings about the idea of
realness present in the work, giving viewers a consciousness that is
closely aligned to that of the everyday life. Video artist Deimantas
Narkevicius describes this in his work ‘Into The Unknown’ that
highlights history with a subjective and contemporary viewpoint
stating, "We can see how life was arranged…In particular, the
shelves of files in the hospital footage show how socially organised
life was. This sort of state socialism is also a record of industrial
society in its very late form, which is gone now. So Into the
Unknown is also a monument to this vanished period - to the
modem age." (Brooke 2009, p.12)
_________________________________
1

"Systems Music" is a term which has been used to describe the work of
composers who concern themselves with sound continuums which evolve
gradually, often over very long periods of time.
2

Chaos theory is the study of simple iterative formulae that produce
complex, unpredictable results. In common usage the word “chaos”
implies disorder or randomness but this sense it means an underlying,
unpredictable order from which patterns emerge over time.
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In Claes Oldenburg’s ‘Bedroom Ensemble’ (1963), his work clearly
represents a reality but also toys with viewer’s perception and as an
illusion to the function of daily life. “[T]he Bedroom Ensemble’s
installation view can be understood as Deleuzian ‘informatic’ frame,
which includes and thus enables all perceptual possibilities of the
installation’s potential viewers.” (Taban 2013 p.174) This informs my
own practice in creating work that carries out the intent in the
shortest amount of time visually but sonically extended invariably.
Sound, I believe, requires more time and attention to create that
“informatic” frame as it is harder to grasp in a short amount of time.
With the use of multi-channel and directional speakers to toy with
binaural perception, information is easily separated or merged.
The transformation of space then becomes vital in my work as
sound is affected by the physical acoustic properties of
architecture. How then do I create a reality within an artificial
structure? I am interested in how indeterminate processes like the
movement of attendees in a space affect the listening and viewing
experience. “[T]he guarantee of a specific relationship between an
artwork and its “site” is not based on a physical permanence of that
relationship…, but rather on the recognition of its unfixed
impermanence, to be experienced as an unrepeatable and fleeting
situation.” (Suderberg 2000, p. 43) This relationship of space and
site allows the work to freely move or stagnate within a specific
environment, bringing forth subtle dimensions of experiential
change that ignite thought and curiosity.

Nature Nurture, video installation, 2015
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KEY RESEARCH QUESTIONS
How do I draw attention to the things ignored and
unseen in our immediate environment through multichannel sound and video installation?
How can I form a familiar reality that encompasses
time, change and stagnation by juxtaposing sound
and video?
How can I highlight the forgotten within the everyday
life by using the contrast between movement and
stasis which results in indeterminate outcome of sound
and video installation?
In what ways can I create spaces for awareness of
everyday chaos, by using space as an experimental
function in manipulating viewer’s perception and
interaction?
How can I question everyday circumstance and
consider this conscious connection by creating an
immersive installation experience?
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OUTCOMES
I will create a body of experimental work that
remains in constant dialogue with our everchanging surroundings by creating awareness
toward our environment using field recordings,
found footage and edited high definition
videos to highlight movement, change,
distraction, obsession and chance encounters.
The physical spaces which houses the
installations are vital in creating an immersive
temporal environment, away from familiar
landscapes, which enhances the context of
the encounter. The works are aimed at our
collective subconscious, questioning our
existence and identity within different societies
in this current day and age.
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Flux, video screenshot, 2015 - Fitzroy Gardens
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Project 1.
(Self Directed Projects B)

FLUX
The idea behind Flux primarily revolved around firstly using the Zentai suit to not
only signify facelessness and neutrality but also representing agelessness and
timelessness. This first gave me the idea of exploring issues around time, which
eventually led to a further inquiry toward movement. Rather than create an entirely
abstract piece using collage, I decided to delve into something different by
collaborating with contemporary dancer and VCA graduate, Francesca Meale.
This process was a learning experience as tackling something as extensive as
movement might result in something too generic or far-fetched. Therefore, by
dissecting movement into various groups like the physical, cognitive, conscious
and unconscious, I am then able to come up with a process that truly reflects time
as an encounter and experience.
By giving Francesca the freedom to improvise accentuates the chaos aspect of my
inquiry. It also gives a sense of realism by shooting in real time instead of piecing
them together like a collage. I’ve gone through a series of brainstorms including
contextual and technical experiments even before shooting began, keeping in
mind the inquiries mentioned in the brief description. To kick things off, I had to
firstly separate this piece into video and sound. Then split them up into preproduction, production and post-production. Within each of this categories lay a
contextual exploration/experimentation and technical execution.
Unlike traditional art, as put by Heidgger, “a video installation explicitly shows its
being at work rather than merely showing events.” (Bolten, p.49) Therefore, it is
important to put viewers in the middle of the work where it is constantly in
development and being in the process. Do I need a beginning or end? “Creation is
a permanent process rather than a planned activity with a beginning and an end. It
is, in fact, a never-ending beginning that has already begun.” (Bolten, p.52) I
believe what Bolten said in his entry in Screen-based Art, resonates as an
important philosophical grounding that is vital in all media art productions as we
aim to create an evolving experience.
Flux, video screenshot, 2015 - Docklands
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Aims:
- To question the notion of time and movement
through both physical and cognitive change.
- To create a something that cannot be replicated
or repeated in contrast to the fixed pattern/
movement in our everyday lives.
- To highlight beauty in things often ignored or
disregarded on a daily basis.
- To blur the line between start, beginning and
end as a metaphor of past, present and future
representing infinite movement and change.
- To use the Zentai suit as a representation of
neutrality and equality.

*see Support Material Files
Project 1 - Flux
Top: During the filming along Flinders Street / Bottom:After editing and colour correction
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1. Flux, Invisible Whole 3 - Zentai Art Festival
Audiovisual installation
Japan Creative Centre, 2015
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2. Flux, Invisible Whole 3 - Zentai Art Festival
Audiovisual installation
Japan Creative Centre, 2015
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Project 2.

STASIS

1. Stasis, 2015 - Trial Installation
Tutorial room building 39
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Stasis is a multi-channel sound installation aimed at creating an
immersive space through an investigation of stagnation and
stillness. This work is informed by the lack of meditation in our
society due to its fast-paced, technologically driven ideals. By
taking away any form of visual stimulus, the sound reverberation of
the space will create vibrations that alter perception and hopefully
create an environment of stagnation.
“Time is the space that we can never penetrate yet unknowingly
yearn. It is the space perceivable as a suprasensory weft. Such
time, however, is immeasurable.” (Scaligero 2013, p.45) My
exploration of this work is one that is grounded within the
philosophical belief that time is immeasurable and that the space
that surrounds us dictates the passing of time. This is the focus and
the conceptual starting point.
In Scaligero’s book The Secrets of Space and Time, he mentions
time and space in many deep metaphysical ways like describing
continuity as “the secret cancellation of each moment carried out in
the depths of our inner life”(p.45) or space as something
impenetrable and we only have the impression of passing through it
as we can never escape the space we think about or have thought.
“For thought alone is space; the possible initial penetration of
space” (p.18) These new philosophies on space time have led my
research into a deeper more personal encounter with my work and
thus led to the inception of this project.

The sounds are made entirely out of struck objects such as wood,
metal, steel and plastic, which in post production have been
stretched, warped, reversed and displaced to further accentuate
the lack of linear time,
I experimented with physical space as a vital aspect of this work.
The first was presented in a dark room (picture 1), with speakers
facing the wall and a subwoofer in the middle. The second was a
drastically different space with the speakers strategically placed
along the wooden stairwell (picture 2). This was a more open
space. In the enclosed room, listeners sat around the space where
they were forced to concentrate and pay attention to the piece and
spend some time absorbing it. While the stairwell acted as an
entrance and exit, therefore space has changed the work's context,
garnering a totally different reaction.
Again, this piece is about stagnation therefore it encourages yet
opposes this idea with a space like the stairwell. Also within the
dark room, I realized that just like the stairwell, it was almost
impossible to achieve stasis, as our minds are always active/
moving and to refuse change requires a whole different attitude, or
a state of meditation which was not intended for this work.
Therefore it is unresolved and will remain as an experiment.

I wanted to create a space that was void of time, leaving listeners in
a state of suspension or pause. Inspired by the Mingary situated in
the heart of Melbourne CBD, my intention was to manipulate a
space where sound is the primary catalyst for stagnation,
resonating stillness and calmness. This will then free the mind to
imaginative wander which ultimately becomes an experiential
encounter.
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Aims:
- To create a space void of linear time that promotes meditation
and lacks movement and change
- To utilize minimal sound sources and vibrational sub-frequencies
which allows listeners to not just hear but feel the sound qualities
- To experiment with space as an indeterminate factor that
manipulates and affects aural perception

2. Top + Right: Close up of speakers
Stasis, 2015, Multi-channel sound installation
CASPA Gallery, Castlemaine
2015
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Left: Top view of stairwell installation
Stasis, 2015, Multi-channel sound installation
CASPA Gallery, Castlemaine
2015

*see Support Material Files
Project 2 - Stasis
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Project 3.
(Major Projects B)

AM I?

Am I hearing what I see?
Am I seeing what I hear?
Am I?
Am I?
Am I listening?

Am I?

Am I? - Tutorial Installation for tutorial
Gossard Space Building 49
Audiovisual installation, 2015
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Am I? - Tutorial Installation for tutorial
Gossard Space Building 49
Audiovisual installation, 2015
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Am I? is an installation that explores the notion of presence, awareness
and distraction through sound and visual processes. Inspired by the
ongoing research into movement within everyday life, this work presents an
organic and conceptual approach toward change again with an aspect of
chance and chaos.
I was interested in primarily working in two or three channels of sound
using mainly subwoofers to produce a deep muted effect, much like how
you hear when your ears are covered with your palm. This presents an
isolation, an inner silence that mutes the environment. Multiple unaltered
field recordings paired with a single channel monologue of repeated text
acts as a source of distraction yet juxtaposes against itself.
The black and white television placed on top of the cloth represents a
‘head’ or a ‘living being’ basically representing an empty vessel, which is
displaying static and emitting sounds picked up by its antenna. Most of
them from nearby radio channels. My intention was to create a dialogue
with the viewer who experiences this installation as a sort of reflection of
themselves.
A chair will be placed in front of the installation as a means to invite viewers
to sit and experience the work. Since there is so much going on, it is
extremely difficult to grasp all the different things that are happening in a
short amount of time. Therefore, this project also questions our attention to
the things often viewed as chaotic and unwanted.
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Aims:
- To create a one on one personal space and
interaction that directly connects with the viewer
seated in front of the work
- To question viewer's attention span to
“unwanted” chaos and noise
- To juxtapose constant indeterminate movement
with a repeated loop of audible dialogue
- To highlight daily chance occurrences and
chaotic distractions

Top + Left: Experimentation of speaker and
subwoofer placement
Studio space, Building 39

*see Support Material Files
Project 3 - Am I?
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Project 4.

REFLECTIONS OF

Reflections of, Urban Materiality - Brunswick Street Gallery
Multi-channel sound installation, 2015
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Reflections of is the representation of our everyday. What we choose to see,
hear, taste and touch. It seeks to bring awareness and probe the façade of
our daily lives. Are we truly aware of our what we want or are we just
creatures of habit? It is presented as a multi-channel soundscape that acts
as a catalyst to human interaction and perception. It seeks to amplify the
sounds around us and create a jarring juxtaposition of the inside and
outside.
This multi-channel sound work started as an experiment, utilizing field
recordings of various cities including Singapore, Ho Chi Minh, Tokyo,
Melbourne and Sydney to compose a soundscape which ignites familiarity
but remains ungraspable. Though this work is a representation of
background noise, the use of parametric speakers3 apart from conventional
monitors, manipulates the sonic perspective by focusing the sound more
upfront rather than in the background. This juxtaposes the other sounds that
get lost within the ambience of the space, allowing listeners to weave in and
out of various soundscapes.
The first experiment was made and exhibited as a multi-channel sound
installation, with the speakers covered and placed within a black room
without the use of parametric speakers. This worked well in this specific
space as the main focus at that point was to create an immersive
environment. The sounds used at that point in time were less manipulated
and focused on the organic, rich sounds of cityscapes whereas the reworked
version (for the assessment) focused on creating an environment that
merged with the outside world. By this, I mean the uncontrollable and
indeterminate sounds of the city seeping into the space (Gossard Space
Corridor). This not only creates tension between structure and chaos, but it
also creates the much needed awareness to what is real and what is not.
_________________________________
3

Parametric speakers or directional speakers are like a laser beam with the sound
focused at high intensity into a relatively small area. The result is that two people can
be standing only a few feet apart from each other yet only one of them will hear the
directional audio waves emanating from the parametric audio source.

Visitors engaging with the first experiment of Reflections of
Brunswick Street Gallery, 2015
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The statement that accompanies this work:
We are a generation of fear acclimatized to comfort.
We have a short attention span. We are afraid to be
disconnected, to be alone. We are bored. We are
afraid of being overly connected and transparent. We
fear solitude and the unknown. Fear of silence. Fear of
noise.
We have muted the environment. We have
become unnatural and overly reliant. We have forgotten
what it means to be free.

Aims:
- To replicate an exterior environment indoors to
create tension that questions the idea of shelter
that represents peace and safeness
- To question the authority of being able to control
something uncontrollable
- To s h o w h o w m u s i c a l o u r e v e r y d a y
surroundings are
- To reflect on the true nature of our being as to
whether we exude the same qualities internally
as well as externally
- To create chaos within structure

*see Support Material Files
Project 4 - Reflections of
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Project 5.

NATURE NURTURE

1. Nature Nurture, video screenshot, 2015
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Nature Nurture obsesses over the idea of nature versus nurture through
the number 50, by combining 50 seconds of 50 unrelated videos (each
a second long) paired with 50 seconds of unrelated sound merged into
a random collage. Leaving a gap of black/nothingness and silence for
another 50 seconds, the video will then be looped or restarted, creating
a never-ending series of events that transports viewers into a
hallucinogenic repetition of encounters which is too short to grasp.
This project explores obsession and distraction through the combination
of repetition and flash imagery aimed toward the attention span of the
current generation, mocking the socio-technological trend of using apps
such as Vine, Instagram and Facebook. These applications allow users
to record extremely short videos (1-15 seconds), creating narratives
within the shortest time possible. In a recent study made by the National
Centre for Biotechnology Information, at the U.S. National Library of
Medicine, that “[o]ur average attention span is now 8 seconds – 1
second less than A Goldfish.” (Brenner 2014) They are only a second
long as it represents the short attention span of our current generation,
feeding information quickly and in the shortest amount of time possible.
50 was chosen out of random and represents the idea of chaos within
structure. These 1-second videos will be filled with both shot and stock
footage that will present footage of interaction, growth, education,
intimacy, desire, basically anything that questions the idea of external
change as opposed to internal change.

Aims:

- To give viewers a chance to obsess over
something “unobsessable”

- To create a pattern or loop to form a
framework over the “chaos”, questioning the
idea of a perfect life

- To question our current pace and attention
span in our individual environments.

- To create awareness to viewer’s habits toward
mobile technology and the shortening
attention span of society.

Inspired by a quote by the Dalai Lama stating that “[p]eople exist to be
loved; objects exist to be used. The world is in chaos because these
things are the other way round.” As well as the study of epigenetics and
the nature nurture debate in psychology, my main research toward daily
living has narrowed into the study of our current habits within our
environments and how we physically and cognitively react to them,
whether it be conscious or subconscious.
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2. Nature Nurture, video screenshot, 2015
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Left + Bottom: Nature Nurture
Tutorial / Trial installation with HD TV
Gossard Space, Building 49

*see Support Material Files
Project 5 - Nature Nurture
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SUPPORT MATERIAL LIST

Project 1.

Project 2.

Project 3.

FLUX
Audiovisual Installation

STASIS
Multi-channel Sound Installation

AM I?
Audiovisual Installation

Files:

File:

Files:

1) Flux
17:17, HD video, 2015

1) Stasis (stereo version)
05:57, Stereo sound, 2015

1) AM I? - Studio trial installation
01:28, HD video, 2015
2) AM I? - sound files:

2) Flux Music
6 audio files
Part 1 - 6

- Am I_ Subwoofer and main speaker
- Am I_ Voices
- Am I_Subwoofer 1 - ambient sounds
(small)

Project 4.

Project 5.

REFLECTIONS OF
Multi-channel Sound Installation

NATURE NURTURE
Audiovisual Installation

Files:

Files:

1) Reflections of (Stereo)
14:52, Stereo , 2015

1) Nature Nurture
01:40, Video, 2015

2) Reflections of - Single tracks
- Reflections of (Channel 1)
- Reflections of (Channel 2)
- Reflections of (Channel 3)
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